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TranspositionsTranspositions

�� Cytologically Cytologically invisible sequence rearrangement:invisible sequence rearrangement:
–– movement of a segment of DNA from one location to another in themovement of a segment of DNA from one location to another in the

genome.genome.

–– Not a translocationNot a translocation……..

�� This may be a transfer of DNA or a duplication of DNA.This may be a transfer of DNA or a duplication of DNA.

�� The sequences that cause The sequences that cause transpostionstranspostions
–– are called are called transposable elementstransposable elements,,

–– have specific characteristics,have specific characteristics,

–– notably the potential to propagate themselves.notably the potential to propagate themselves.

�� Transposable elements are found in virtually all organisms.Transposable elements are found in virtually all organisms.
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Types of Transposable Elements

�� TransposonsTransposons::

–– Move their DNA directly without the requirement of anMove their DNA directly without the requirement of an

RNA intermediate.RNA intermediate.

�� RetroposonsRetroposons::

–– Copy and thenCopy and then  move the copied DNAmove the copied DNA

–– via reverse transcription of an RNA intermediate.via reverse transcription of an RNA intermediate.
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TransposonsTransposons

�� Encode an enzyme called Encode an enzyme called TransposaseTransposase..

�� Rather than converting RNA to DNA, this enzyme:Rather than converting RNA to DNA, this enzyme:

–– directly removes the DNA sequence anddirectly removes the DNA sequence and

–– inserts it in another location.inserts it in another location.

�� Transposons Transposons usually have inverted repeats (IR) onusually have inverted repeats (IR) on

either side upstream and downstream.either side upstream and downstream.
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Transposons Transposons encode encode transposase transposase enzymesenzymes

that catalyze events of transpositionthat catalyze events of transposition

Fig. 13.24 a Copyright ©The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission required for reproduction or display
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TransposonsTransposons
�� Transposase Transposase excises the sequence between theexcises the sequence between the

inverted repeats and inserts it into another region ofinverted repeats and inserts it into another region of
the genomethe genome

�� The gap created is widened by The gap created is widened by exonucleasesexonucleases..

�� The gap is filled in by repair enzymes that use the sisterThe gap is filled in by repair enzymes that use the sister
chromatid chromatid or homologous chromosome as a template to fillor homologous chromosome as a template to fill
the gap.the gap.
–– If copying from a sister If copying from a sister chromatid chromatid (also containing the (also containing the transposontransposon) it) it

will reappear in the original locationwill reappear in the original location

�� And hence be copied in the genomeAnd hence be copied in the genome

–– If the homologous chromosome is used to replace missing If the homologous chromosome is used to replace missing transposontransposon
(did not have (did not have transposontransposon) it will) it will  not be replacednot be replaced

�� And hence not be copied in the genomeAnd hence not be copied in the genome
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RetroposonsRetroposons

�� The DNA sequence in a The DNA sequence in a retroposon retroposon codes for acodes for a
reverse transcriptasereverse transcriptase,,
–– which catalyzes the formation of DNA from an RNAwhich catalyzes the formation of DNA from an RNA

template.template.

�� They always copy DNA and cause a duplicationThey always copy DNA and cause a duplication

�� Many Many retroposons retroposons also have other polypeptidealso have other polypeptide
coding sequences.coding sequences.

�� Many Many retroposons retroposons have a poly A tail.have a poly A tail.

�� Others have direct repeat sequences on either side,Others have direct repeat sequences on either side,

––   these are generated because of the way the DNAthese are generated because of the way the DNA
sequence has been inserted.sequence has been inserted.
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RetroposonsRetroposons: The process of LTR transposition: The process of LTR transposition

Fig. 13.23

Copyright ©The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission required for reproduction or display
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Example of Transposable Elements Found inExample of Transposable Elements Found in

the Human Chromosomethe Human Chromosome

Griffiths IGA 8th ed, copyright © 2005 W.H. Freeman and Company
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Transposable elements move around theTransposable elements move around the

genome and are not susceptible to excision orgenome and are not susceptible to excision or

mismatch repairmismatch repair

Why?Why?

They are not damaged bases and they are not mismatchesThey are not damaged bases and they are not mismatches

Fig. 7.10 e
Copyright ©The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Permission required for reproduction or display


